This paper describes about cutting stock scheduling system using simulated annealing method. The cutting stock problem is that of combinatorial optimization. The following functions are needed for the cutting stock scheduling system. 1) Balance adjusting function for productivity, yield rate and delivery time.
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2) The results of scheduling have to satisfy constraint condition of coil cutting machine.
3) There is time limitation for making cutting stock schedule. To overcome these problem, we realize new cutting stock scheduling system through following methods. 1) Weights for each evaluated item are introduced and sum of these items are minimized by simulated annealing.
2) The new neighborhood structure is developed for this problem which can satisfy constraint condition of coil cutting machine.
3) The adjusting parameter for calculation time is newly introduced for Huang's annealing schedule, so that we can select best solution under the limit of calculation time.
This cutting stock scheduling system is applied to plate plant and used as one of production planning system. 
